Understanding lead chemistry from topological insights: the transition between holo- and hemidirected structures within the [Pb(CO)n]2+ model series.
In this contribution, we focus to the currently unknown [Pb(CO)(n)](2+) model series (n=1 to 10), a set of compounds which allows us to investigate in-depth the holo- and hemidirectional character that lead complexes can exhibit. By means of DFT computations performed using either relativistic four-component formalisms coupled to all-electron basis sets for [Pb(CO)](2+), [Pb(OC)](2+) and [Pb(CO)(2)](2+), or scalar relativistic pseudopotentials for higher n values, the structure and the energetics of these species are investigated. The results are complemented by Constrained Space Orbital Variations (CSOV) and Electron Localization Function (ELF) comprehensive analyses in order to get better insights into the poorly documented chemical fundamentals of the Pb(2+) cation. Whereas the discrimination between holo- and hemidirected structures is usually done according to the geometry, we here provide a quantitative indicator grounded on <rho>(V(Pb)), the mean charge density of the valence monosynaptic V(Pb) ELFic basin associated to the metal cation. Free-enthalpy relying discussions show, moreover, that those gas-phase complexes having n=7, 8 or 9 may be experimentally instable and should dissociate into [Pb(CO)(6)](2+) and a number of CO ligands. According to second-order differences in energy, it is anticipated that the n=3 or 6 structures should be the most probable structures in the gas phase. Gathering all data from the present theoretical study allows us to propose some concepts that the versatile structural chemistry of Pb(2+) complexes could rely on.